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Abstracts

“It takes many good deeds to build a good reputation,” Benjamin Franklin once wisely

observed, “and only one bad one to lose it.”

How many good deeds will it take to repair the pharmaceutical industry’s reputation?

That remains to be seen, but one thing is certain: more than ever, a strong reputation

translates to a strong bottom line.

In fact, along with tepid economic forecasting which puts 2010’s global pharmaceutical

growth at 4% to 6% — still considered historically low — the industry is also besieged by

less tangible but deeply corrosive factors that have led to an increasingly unreceptive

and cautious regulatory environment.

More critically, it has lost so much favor with consumers, physicians and other

stakeholders that, despite recovering from an all-time low net positive rating of -4% in

2004, it continues to lag at the bottom of the reputational scale, with a positive rating of

just 25%. What’s more, disgruntled staff are siding with the public and taking on their

employers in whistleblower cases, of which there are more than 200 still to be heard.

In response, several key players are rebuilding their reputation status from the ground

up. Urged by the knowledge that, according to the Reputation Institute, a 5% positive

corporate reputation translates into a 3 to 5% increase in market value, companies like

Pfizer, Johnson&Johnson and Novartis are making substantive changes in the way they

think, engage stakeholders and ethically conduct their business. But will it be enough?

Key insights and strategies from reliable sources

FirstWord’s fascinating examination of pharma’s global reputation offers insights into

how pharma has earned its poor reputation and the barriers it faces transforming it, as
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well as a comparative analysis of how companies stand ethically in an era of

increased transparency. The report also includes data on what doctors and patient

groups really think of pharma, and key advice on how to find new ways to engage them

— and the public — to improve the industry’s standing.

The report investigates the pharmaceutical industry’s reputation to determine:

Critical path strategies to build reputation and profits in an era of transparency

A strong argument for responsible and ethical business

The report

Examines the reputation landscape of pharma against a backdrop of the past “big

drugs, big profits” business model and missteps in handling key public relations issues

Compares the strategic initiatives by leading pharmaceutical companies to do business

within an ethical, transparent and public-friendly framework

Includes insights into the science of measuring reputation, the net benefit of improving

public profile and the major hurdles pharma companies still face in undoing past

negative perceptions

Outlines a way forward, both with improving stakeholder engagement and in formulating

new communications strategies

Analyses the benefits of pursuing a more positive, industry-wide reputation, from netting

a stronger negotiating position with government, to adding a new competitive advantage

in vying for a more robust market share

Offers quantitative and qualitative data on stakeholders’ opinions of pharma, as well as

charts describing the distribution of news reports according to positive and negative

criteria
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